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Abstract
Taking a cylindrical roller bearing as a research object, the contact stress between the cylindrical roller and the
outer ring raceway with a taper error is studied by means of ANSYS in order to obtain the allowable value of the
upper bound of the taper error. The results show that the given load corresponds to the suitable upper bound of
the taper error of the outer ring raceway and with the increasing taper error, the contact stresses between the
cylindrical roller and the outer ring raceway increase observably and the distribution of the contact stresses
presents more complex asymmetry and nonuniformity.
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1. Introduction
The rings are the important parts of a rolling bearing and their quality has an important impact on the bearing
capacity, operation life, and performance reliability due to the additional contact stresses generated by the
machining errors (Chandrasekara et al., 1983; Chiu et al., 1987; Sun et al., 2008; 2010; Wang et al., 2011; Xia et
al., 2012, 2012a; Xia, 2012). The taper error of the outer ring raceway as one of the most common machining
errors can lead to an abnormal contact stress distribution between the roller and the outer ring raceway. This
brings about a bad rolling stability of the roller. But, it is little reported how the machining errors influence the
bearing contact stresses (Andrey et al., 2012; Demirhan et al., 2008; Hanson et al., 2010; Slack et al., 2010).
Therefore, taking the cylindrical roller bearing coded by N1015 as a research object, this work investigates the
relationship between the contact stresses and the taper error of the outer ring raceway with the help of the finite
element analysis software ANSYS to establish the finite element model of the cylindrical roller bearing, to
analysis the static contact between the cylindrical roller and the outer ring raceway with the taper error, and to
determine the allowable value of the upper bound of the taper error.
2. Finite Element Model of Cylindrical Rolling Bearing
2.1 Technical Parameter of Bearing
The technical parameters of the cylindrical roller bearing N1015 are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Technical parameter
Parameter
Bore diameter of bearing, d/mm
Outside diameter of bearing, D/mm
Thickness of ring, T/mm
Width of ring, W/mm
Diameter of roller, Φ/mm
Length of roller, L/mm
Number of roller, N
Poisson ratio of bearing element material, v
Elastic modulus of bearing element material, E/GPa
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Parameter value
75
115
5
20
10
11
22
0.3
208
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2.2 Meshinng
In order too reduce compuuting time, onn one hand, thee model of onee quarter rollerr at the bottom
m of the bearing
g that
bears the m
maximum loadd is created; oon the other haand, the chamffers of the innner and outer rrings and the radial
r
clearance are ignored. The
T Solid 45 iss adopted to m
mesh the modeel. The meshess of the contacct part of the roller
r
and the innner and outer rings are refinned to enhancce the computiing accuracy. The length off the grid along the
axial direcction is 0.07 mm.
m Because tthe side lengthh of the finite element modeel mesh is, parrticularly, less than
half of thee size of the minor
m
semi-axxis, the calculaation results aare precise enoough. The halff-width size of
o the
contact areea is 0.15 mm and the size off the finite elem
ment model is suitable, as shhown in Figuree 1.

Figure 1. Finite element m
model
2.3 Creatioon of Contact Pair
P
The creation of the conttact pair and tthe setting of tthe contact parrameters are ccrucial issues oon contact ana
alysis
(Andrey eet al., 2012; Demirhan et al.., 2008; Hansoon et al., 20100; Slack et al.,, 2010; Xia ett al., 2012, 2012a).
Considerinng the inner annd outer rings whose surfacees are bigger aand stiffness iss higher than tthe roller, the inner
and outer rings are set as
a target surfaaces and the rooller is set as a contact surfface. Then, thhe contact pairrs are
created reespectively. Booth the contacct stiffness cooefficient and the tolerance of penetratioon are key co
ontact
parameterss. The smallerr contact stiffnness coefficientt is favorable to be convergent. However,, the bigger co
ontact
stiffness ccoefficient is favorable
f
to im
mprove the preecision. By m
many times of calculation, thhe contact stifffness
coefficientt is set to 1.5 and
a the tolerancce of penetratiion is set by a ddefault value.
2.4 Loadinng
Before thee load and the constraint are applied, the noodal coordinatte systems beloonging to the m
middle plane of
o the
roller are aall converted to
t the cylindriical coordinatees and the dispplacement of nnodes of the m
middle plane of
o the
roller alonng the circumfeerential directioon are all consstrained. Furthhermore, a sym
mmetry constraint is applied to
t the
cross-sectiion of the roller and all thhe degrees of freedoms of tthe outer surfface of the ouuter ring nodes are
constrained. The load iss applied to thee finite elemennt model afterr the radial freeedom of the innner surface of
o the
inner ring is coupled.
3. Analysiis of Results
Through m
modeling, meshhing, constrainning, loading, and solving, tthe results of thhe surface streess of the rolle
er are
obtained bby finite elemeent analysis. Thhe normal direection contact stress produceed by the rollerr and the outerr ring
raceway iss used to analyze the effect of taper errorr of the outer ring raceway on the stress. The normal roller
r
loaded 1/55 of the dynam
mic load rating is analysed, ass shown in Figgure 2. When tthe abscissa x1 takes the valu
ue 5.4
mm that ccorresponds too the surface oof the middle part of the ouuter ring racew
way, the contaact stress takes the
largest vallue 1235.6 MP
Pa. When the value of the aabscissa x1 is greater than 55.4 mm or lesss than 5.4 mm
m, the
contact strress gradually decreases. Obbviously, the sttress is distribbuted uniformlly at the middlle of the outerr ring
raceway.
Accordingg to the differennt values of thhe taper error oof the outer ring raceway, finnite element moodels are recre
eated.
The taper error of the ouuter ring racew
way is from 1 μm to 5 μm aand the resultss of contact sttresses are given in
Figures 3-7.
It can be sseen from Figuures 2-7 that thhe maximum sstress of the rooller surface chhanges with thhe taper error of
o the
outer ring raceway alongg the axial direection. The largger the taper errror, the largerr the maximum
m stress. If the taper
error exceeeds 3 μm, thee value of thee maximum sttress increasess sharply, as sshown in Figuure 8, showing
g the
unusually additional conntact stress gennerated by the m
machining erroor.
87
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Figure 2. Contact stresss between outeer ring racewayy with 0μm tapper error and rooller
In additionn, when the taaper error of thhe outer ring rraceway is 0 μ
μm, the distribbution of the ccontact stress is
i the
most unifoorm, i.e., the maximum
m
stresss appears at x1=5.4 mm thaat corresponds to the surfacee of the middle
e part
of the rolller. With the increasing
i
tapeer error, the loocation of thee maximum strress graduallyy deviates from
m the
middle parrt of the rollerr. If the taper error exceeds 3 μm, the loccation of the m
maximum stress sharply dev
viates
from the m
middle part of
o the roller, aas shown in F
Figure 9, show
wing the abnoormal contact stress distribution
generated by the machinning error.
m
andd rolling bearring theories, the unusuallly additional contact stress and
Accordingg to contact mechanics
abnormal ccontact stress distribution geenerated by thee machining errror belongs too an unfavorabble condition. If
I the
rolling beaaring runs at great speed undder such a conddition, the axiss of rotation of the roller woould appear ske
ewed
and the rolller can therefoore get stuck inn two racewayys, resulting in a safety incideent.
As a resullt, in the proceess of manufaacturing the raaceway of the outer ring, thhe taper error m
must be controlled
within an appropriate raange, such as 0 μm-3 μm forr the cylindrical roller bearinng studied in tthis work, whiich is
called the suitable upperr bound of the taper error of tthe outer ring rraceway.

Figure 3. Contact stress between outerr ring racewayy with 1 μm tapper error and roller

Figure 4. Contact stress between outerr ring racewayy with 2 μm tapper error and roller
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Figure 5. Contact stress between outerr ring racewayy with 3 μm tapper error and roller

Figure 6. Contact stress between outerr ring racewayy with 4 μm tapper error and roller

Figure 7. Contact stress between outerr ring racewayy with 5 μm tapper error and roller

Figure 8. Effect of tapeer error on larggest contact strress
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Figure 9. Influuence of taper error on locatiion of maximuum stress
4. Conclussions
The given load correspoonds to the suittable upper boound of the tapper error of thee outer ring racceway and witth the
increasing taper error, the
t contact strresses betweenn the cylindriccal roller and the outer ringg raceway increase
observablyy and the distriibution of the ccontact stressees presents morre complex asyymmetry and nnonuniformity.
In the proocess of manuufacturing the raceway of tthe outer ring,, the taper errror must be ccontrolled with
hin a
appropriatte range, such as 0-3 μm foor the cylindriical roller bearring studied inn this work, w
which is called
d the
suitable uppper bound of the taper errorr of the outer riing raceway.
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